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ISSUE NUMBER 38 

Bulletin of the Workers Compensation Independent Review Office (WIRO) 

CASE REVIEWS  

Recent Cases   

These case reviews are not intended to substitute for the headnotes or ratios of the cases. 

You are strongly encouraged to read the full decisions. Some decisions are linked to 

AustLii, where available. 

 

WCC Presidential Decisions 

Fresh or additional evidence under s 352 (6) WIMA – Factual error & 

application of Raulston v Toll Pty Ltd 

Sutherland v D E Maintenance Pty Ltd [2019] NSWWCCPD 39 – Deputy President 

Snell – 26 July 2019 

On 21 September 2017, the appellant injured his neck and lower back at work. He claimed 

compensation and the insurer accepted the claim. However, in June 2018, Dr Darwish 

recommended surgery at the L5/S1 level and the insurer disputed that this was reasonably 

necessary. The appellant later saw Dr Day, who also recommended surgery but opined 

that disc replacement was preferable to a fusion. On 30 November 2018, the appellant 

commenced WCC proceedings seeking orders under s 60 WCA with respect to the 

procedure recommended by Dr Day.  

Arbitrator Wynyard accepted the opinion of Dr P Bentivoglio (qualified by the insurer), 

that “I do not believe that he will make great benefit from having an anterior interbody fusion 

with a minor disc injury that he has at the L5/S1 level, especially as he has no evidence of 

neurological dysfunction.” He entered an award for the respondent. 

On appeal, the appellant asserted that the Arbitrator erred: (1) in reaching conclusions that 

were contrary to the weight of the evidence; (2) by not giving weight to evidence of 

neurological problems other than radiological evidence; (3) by not applying the principles 

of expert evidence to the evidence of Dr Bentivoglio; (4) by giving a decision that was 

illogical in that he accepted that all conservative treatments had failed but declined to find 

that surgery was reasonable; and (5) in finding that Dr Gehr did not read the documents 

briefed to him in circumstances where there was no evidence to permit such a finding.  

The appellant sought to rely upon fresh evidence on the appeal, namely: a statement from 

the appellant’s solicitor dated 18 March 2019, which simply identifies a report from Dr Day 

dated 11 February 2019; and (2) that report from Dr Day, in which he stated that upon 

review the appellant told him that at the arbitration hearing it was said that there was no 

evidence of nerve compression on his MRI scans. The doctor also opined that internal 

disruption of the L5/S1 disc had set up a chronic pain pattern and that total disc 
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replacement would provide the appellant with the best potential for a more-functional 

outcome and long-term functional capacity improvement. 

Section 352 (6) WIMA provides to the effect that leave is required to rely upon fresh 

evidence and that the Commission is not to grant leave unless satisfied that the evidence 

was not available to the party and could not reasonably have been obtained by them before 

the proceedings concerned, or that failure to grant leave would cause a substantial injustice 

in the case. 

Deputy President Snell refused to admit fresh evidence on the appeal. In doing so, he 

cited the decisions of Sackville AJA in Heggie and CHEP Australia Ltd v Strickland, in 

which the Court of Appeal considered the operation of s 352 (6) WIMA, and the decision 

of Roche DP in Drca v KAB Seating Systems Pty Ltd: 

The legal profession is reminded, yet again, that it will only be in the most exceptional 

case where a party will be permitted to tender on appeal evidence that, with 

reasonable diligence, was readily available at the arbitration. Arbitrations are not a 

dress rehearsal where the parties can await the outcome and then attempt to tender, 

on appeal, evidence that could and should have been tendered at the arbitration, as 

if the arbitration was merely a preliminary hearing. (emphasis in original) 

He held that the further medical report could have been obtained before the arbitration 

hearing and that the second limb of the test in Strickland was not satisfied.  

Snell DP upheld ground (1) of the appeal. In doing so, he opined that the opinion of Dr 

Darwish “constituted little more than a bare ipse dixit, to employ the language of her Honour 

in Edmonds”. His reports did not refer to the underlying facts on which the opinion was 

based, particularly clinical signs and investigations, nor did they adequately expose the 

doctor’s reasoning process that led to his conclusions. They were inadequate to establish 

that the proposed surgery was reasonably necessary and they were entitled to little weight 

in the circumstances. Therefore, the Arbitrator rightly did not find them persuasive.  

Snell DP held that the way in which the Arbitrator dealt with Associate Professor Sheridan’s 

evidence involved appealable error, of the sort identified in Raulston, applying Whiteley 

Muir & Zwanenberg. He overlooked the doctor’s interpretation of the MRI scan, which he 

must have viewed when he examined the appellant, and failed to give appropriate weight 

to the doctor’s opinion due to a perceived failure to offer an “explanation”, which was not 

in the circumstances required. He therefore allowed the appeal and remitted the matter to 

another Arbitrator for re-determination. 

 

Adequacy of reasons – COD revoked & matter remitted to another Arbitrator 
for redetermination of all issues 

Golden Swan Investments (Australia) Pty Ltd v Yahiaoui [2019] NSWWCCPD 40 – 

Deputy President Wood – 29 July 2019 

The worker alleged that he suffered a psychological injury as a result of bullying and 

harassment by his manager from 7 November 2015 to 24 June 2016. He claimed 

compensation, but the insurer disputed the claim under ss 4, 9A, 11A and 33 WCA. On 30 

August 2018, he filed an ARD claiming continuing weekly payments, s 60 expenses and 

compensation under s 66 WCA for 22% WPI.  

Arbitrator Burge conducted an arbitration hearing on 13 November 2018. On 31 January 

2019, he issued a COD, which found in favour of the worker in respect to the disputes 

under ss 4, 9A and 11A WCA. He awarded the worker weekly payments for 2 closed 
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periods, from 8 August 2016 to 7 November 2016 and from 2 February 2017 to 29 March 

2018. 

On appeal, the appellant asserted that: (1) the Arbitrator failed to give adequate reasons 

for his finding regarding injury; (2) the Arbitrator erred in accepting the worker’s medical 

evidence, as those opinions were not supported by the preponderance of the evidence; 

and (3) The Arbitrator erred in finding that the worker had discharged his onus of 

establishing incapacity for the periods for which he warded weekly payments.  

Deputy President Wood noted that a significant part of the appellant’s case was that the 

worker was not a witness of truth. Relying upon the principles laid down in Makita 

(Australia) Pty Ltd v Sprowles, it also challenged the probative value of the reports provided 

by Dr Teoh, because they recorded an inaccurate history, the “diagnosis” was simply a 

description of symptoms, and he failed to address the contrary histories contained in 

documents that were provided to him.  

Wood DP upheld ground (1). She referred to a “useful summary” of principles regarding 

the adequacy of reasons that was provided by McColl JA (Ipp JA & Bryson AJA agreeing) 

in Pollard v RRR Corporation Pty Ltd, namely: 

The Court is conscious of not picking over an ex tempore judgment and, too, of giving 

due allowance for the pressures under which judges of the District Court are placed 

by the volume of cases coming before them. However a trial judge’s reasons must, 

‘as a minimum ... be adequate for the exercise of a facility of appeal’. A superior 

court, ‘considering the decision of an inferior tribunal, should not be left to speculate 

from collateral observations as to the basis of a particular finding’. 

The giving of adequate reasons lies at the heart of the judicial process. Failure to 

provide sufficient reasons promotes ‘a sense of grievance’ and denies ‘both the fact 

and the appearance of justice having been done’, thus working a miscarriage of 

justice. 

The extent and content of reasons will depend upon the particular case under 

consideration and the matters in issue. While a judge is not obliged to spell out every 

detail of the process of reasoning to a finding, it is essential to expose the reasons 

for resolving a point critical to the contest between the parties. 

The reasons must do justice to the issues posed by the parties’ cases. Discharge of 

this obligation is necessary to enable the parties to identify the basis of the judge’s 

decision and the extent to which their arguments had been understood and accepted 

... it is necessary that the primary judge ‘enter into’ the issues canvassed and explain 

why one case is preferred over another’. 

Wood DP also referred to the observation made by Kirby J in the High Court’s decision in 

State Rail Authority of New South Wales v Earthline Constructions Pty Ltd (In Liq), that 

where there is evidence in support of a party’s case, that evidence must be considered in 

the reasoning process in a satisfactory way. Further, in Goodrich Aeropspace Pty Ltd v 

Arsic, Ipp JA (Mason P agreeing) stated: 

It is not appropriate for a trial judge merely to set out the evidence adduced by one 

side, then the evidence adduced by another, and then assert that having seen and 

heard the witnesses he or she prefers or believes the evidence of the one and not 

the other. If that were to be the law, many cases could be resolved at the end of the 

evidence simply by the judge saying: ‘I believe Mr X but not Mr Y and judgment 

follows accordingly’. That is not the way in which our legal system operates. 
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Wood DP held that where there are credit issues to be dealt with, it is necessary to explain 

why one party’s evidence is to be accepted over the other. However, the Arbitrator’s 

reasons do not disclose the steps he took to arrive at his decision that the worker was 

injured as alleged and that the worker’s employment was a substantial contributing factor 

and he gave explanation about why he accepted that the worker’s evidence was sufficient 

to establish workplace bullying and harassment. He failed to engage with the substantial 

evidence relied upon by the appellant. She also held: 

157. I might also add that the Arbitrator’s acceptance that the respondent had a “real 

perception ... of a hostile work environment,” such that the respondent was injured, 

is not the legal test referred to in Attorney General v K. The test is, as described by 

Basten JA in State Transit Authority of New South Wales v Fritzi Chemler, whether 

the worker perceived the workplace as creating an offensive or hostile working 

environment. 

Accordingly, Wood DP held that the process of fact finding was miscarried. She revoked 

the COD and remitted the matter to another Arbitrator for redetermination of all issues. 

 


